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CUSTOMIZED: Destino de la carga: A: The file is encoded in UTF-8. You can read it with the following code: void
load_file(char* fileName, Vector& res) { FILE* file = fopen(fileName, "r"); int row; char line[1024]; for (row = 0; row = 12 ||
row == 11 || row == 8) { break; } if (row == 8) { res.add((Date*)res.last()); } vector_add(res.last(), (int*)&line); } fclose(file); }
We sometimes want to work with Haskell data types that are more powerful than lists. In particular, we might want to define a
type which behaves like a "List of Lists of Integers" which can be used in multiple ways. One way of thinking of this type of
data structure is the following: data Opaque = forall a b. (a -> b) -> (b -> Int) -> Opaque I.e. Opaque is a "free monad
transformer". Sometimes it's convenient to treat an Opaque as an opaque container of two distinct effects: a "left-hand"
function, Opaque a -> b, and a "right-hand" function, Opaque b -> Int. We can define instances of MonadTrans for Opaque like
so: newtype OpaqueTrans m f = OpaqueTrans { runOpaqueTrans :: forall a b. (a -> Opaque b) -> m (Opaque b) -> m (Opaque
b) } instance (Monad m) => MonadTrans (OpaqueTrans m) where liftWith f (Opaque
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